
 

 

 

Pronounced as·kua 

Ascua Spanish for Ember.  

Ember 

NOUN 

A small piece of burning or glowing coal or wood. 

The Background:  

Black Box BBQ was just a hobby business, run out of some spare offices 
I have in my workshop where we usually build Theatre and Live Event 
Scenery (www.clockworkscenery.com)  

www.Blackboxbbq.co.uk predominantly sells Traeger Smokers, Kamado Joe 
and Petromax Fire cooking. 

As my culinary journey has progressed, I have sought a simpler way of 
cooking, a more back to basic ethos, if you like. I get the sense that 
through Lockdown people are seeking and experiencing a slower, quieter 
way.  

It’s all well and good having a grill that can connect to the wifi and 
has meat probes and all the bells and whistles but wouldn’t it just be 
nice to unplug, disconnect and just simply cook some delicious and 
healthy quality food over open fire?  

In these rather bonkers times, where I should have had 15 plus staff 
building a giant party for Adobe in the Excel centre, we find 
ourselves with itchy feet wanting to pick up the welder and get down 
and dirty with some metal. 

The government grants don’t currently apply to my business so we’re 
thinking outside the box, coming up with ideas of what to make, and 
obviously food /cookery is a passion so why not make a simple to use, 
easy to make, adaptable and interesting cooking station that can 
hopefully get us producing and my staff & freelancers off furlough and 
back in the game!  

We make theatre. We love the idea of a bit of excitement around food, 
and the foodie theatre you see in Argentina, Uruguay and to an extent 
the US of A. 

 

http://www.clockworkscenery.com/
http://www.blackboxbbq.co.uk/


Live Fire Cooking  

The Ascua is the base form of live fire grilling and ultra-low and 
slow asado style cookery.  

The idea of using the Brasero or fire basket to make your own charcoal 
and embers allows for some lovely wood fired flavours, sustainability, 
in that your fuel source hasn’t been stripped from the endangered 
rainforests that has travelled half way round the world in a 
container. You can literally use any seasoned food safe hardwood, like 
Oak, Silver Birch, Sweet Chestnut, Cherry etc simple split into logs.  

You can also use Lumpwood charcoal lit in traditional way, without the 
use of chemical based fire lighters! They taint the fire and therefore 
your food.  

Take the time to be at one with your fire. Switch off, disconnect 
perhaps reconnect with the fun of fire.  

We’ve opted for a heavy gauge steel construction (5mm) for the main 
tray (with a 3mm base) 10mm solid rod for the brasero, and a rather 
swish Stainless-steel grill surface.  

There will be some additions along the way, a warming rack, a skewer 
rack, and potentially a plancha, however you could just use a cast 
iron skillet or the Dutch ovens such as the ones we purvey (cheeky 
sales plug!) 

As I hope you can appreciate the idea is super simple and effective!  

We’re open to feedback and suggestions on design just drop us a line 
hello@blackboxbbq.co.uk or 07766 395 248  

There are plans for a larger more involved version… so watch this 
space!  
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Some simple ideas of things to cook:  

Bavette steak.  

Buy some good quality Bavette  

Thick or thin it’s your choice!  

I prefer thicker- at least 1 ½ 
inches- as you can char the 
outside yet retain the juiciness 
in the centre. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Either marinate your steak or simply season with salt, pepper, 
and a little olive oil.  

• Light the fire and create some charcoal, potentially topping it 
up with some lumpwood.  

• Set the grill low to the fire, get the grill nice and hot and 
keep the brasero stocked with wood so you get the wood smoke 
wafting over the meat.  

• Pop the steak on the grill and leave it there. You are wanting 
some gnarly char so don’t play with it too much, turn it once 
your happy with the char, and char up the reverse side  

• Probe it with a thermapen instant read thermometer or do the 
doneness finger prod..!  

• If you’re on the thicker side of steaks: once charred either rake 
the coals away slightly to reduce the temp of fire or move it to 
a cooler spot on the grill and let it cook through until tender, 
juicy and your desired doneness.  

• Brush with a little more of the oily, salty, pepper and let it 
rest.  

• Cut across the grain and serve through a crisp fresh dressed 
salad or in a sandwich, or even marinated in Asian flavours and 
serve in a Pho or noodly broth.  



 

 

Cote du Boeuf 

Get experimental and wire your steak so it can dangle in the hot smoke 
or set your grill high… but its more fun to dangle it, but make sure 
you wire it securely around the eye or you’ll end up cooking dirty 
steak!  

Set your fire and angle the grill surface up.  

Lightly season your meat and wire it up to dangle in front of the 
fire. The ideal heat is where you can just about hold your hand next 
to the meat for a few seconds (obviously be careful not to burn 
yourself!) 

Let the smoke waft around the meat for a good hour, dangling around.  

You are looking to get the cooking process started and for the fats to 
start rendering, if you have a thermapen aim for around 46c 
internally. 

Once you’ve reached that temp stoke your fire up and take the steak 
off temporarily and adjust the (potentially hot!) grill to a searing 
height 

Stoke the fire up and rake the embers under the grill surface to sear 
the steak, or if you’re feeling adventurous get some really hot embers 
and build a little hot spot. Chuck that steak straight on the hot 
embers, and sear it dirty!  

Sear that steak till around 54c internal temp. remember it’ll keep 
cooking after you take it off to rest. 

Rest for as long as you can cope with! 

Slice on the angle and serve with a nice sauce or compound butter, 
maybe with some grilled asparagus and chips!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Spatchcock Lemon Chicken À la Matt 

Find yourself some dehydrated 
lemon powder or do what Matt 
did and buy an expensive 
dehydrator and make your own 
lemon powder! 
  
Make a dry rub of dehydrated 
Lemon Powder, fresh Thyme, 
salt, and freshly ground 
pepper.  
 
Spatchcock the chicken and 
apply the rub- (saving some for 
later) you can pop it in the 
fridge for a few hours or 
overnight to let the rub 
penetrate and infuse. 

 

 

Light the fire and set the grill to horizontal and reasonably high 
up so you get a medium heat.  

• Pop the chicken on bone side down. 
• With the left-over rub, mix with a little olive oil and use that 

to baste both sides.  
• Flip it a couple of times so you get some cool bar marks.  

Make sure its cooked through 

Serve with Seasonal veg and potentially a delicious carb like 
dauphinoise potatoes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Lamb belly or Pork ribs  

A super low and slow back to 
basics asado style cook. 

Get a good quality bone in lamb 
belly (looks a bit like a rack of 
ribs) or indeed a rack of pork 
ribs 

Simply trim the straggly bits (you 
can remove the membrane if you 
like) 

Light a fire and set the grill to 
the opposite end to the fire for 
use in a vertical position. 

Make a salmuera- (Argentine 
basting brine) whilst your fire 
gets going.  

 

Ingredients for a simple salmuera 

• 300ml water 
• 4 cloves crushed garlic 
• 2 Tablespoons salt 

1. In a small saucepan add the water and salt, heat over a medium 
heat. Simmer until the salt dissolves. 

2. Remove from the heat and add the garlic to the brine.(you can 
also add all sorts of extra flavours, if you like Orange peel, 
chopped fresh rosemary, fresh thyme, sage, all sorts (but not 
the liquorice variety!)  

3. While the lamb belly or Pork ribs are slowly cooking next to 
the hot fire, brush it every now and again with a rosemary 
brush (just tie a bunch of rosemary together- if you’re 
feeling posh you can tie it to a stick!)or you can use a 
basting brush but that’s not really in the spirit of the low 
and slow back to basics style now is it! Get creative! 

Using some metal wire and the 4 small holes in sides of the grill wire 
the belly or ribs, bones toward the fire, with the thicker end at the 
bottom. You can poke some wire through the meat betwixt the ribs and 
around the grill bars to keep it secure.  

Position the grill rack in the leaning towards the fire position. 



Keep the fire ticking along and rake some charcoal towards the meat.  

The heat should be so you can just about hold your hand by the lamb or 
pork for a few seconds before it gets too hot (please be careful!) 

Keep the salmuera warm by the fire and occasionally baste the lamb.  

You can adjust the height and turn it round as necessary 

The slow cooking should render the fat and start to crisp the skin.  

The radiant heat from the fire should warm the bones and help to cook 
the reverse side but as above you can rotate the grill to get it going 
along faster 

Sit back, grab a drink, read a book, take some time to just sit and 
be. Keep the fire going and baste, as necessary. 

Cook until tender and the bones are pulling back. 

 

Dingle Dangle Lamb 

Get a good quality bone in lamb leg maybe salt marsh lamb (that’s my 
favourite!) 

Light a fire 

Set the grill rack to be ‘opposite to the fire’ in the vertical 
position.  

You can stud the lamb with garlic and rosemary, but cutting little 
slots and inserting chunks of garlic and a few fonds of rosemary  

Use a butchers hook to hang the lamb thick end down- you can usually 
hook through under the last joint or secure it by wiring it around the 
ankle, it depends how your butcher has cut it and hook over a bar so 
the meaty end is around 3 inches off the fire bricks. 

Keep the fire ticking along and baste with a salmuera every now and 
again.  

You can unhook and rotate as necessary, you’re in for a long cook 
circa 6 hrs so make sure you have enough logs ready. The juices will 
drip into the fire and only help the taste. If its dripping too much 
you can always catch them in a foil boat or little metal bowl etc and 
use that to baste.  

Use the hand heat measurement to keep it in an optimal heat zone.  

Cook until your desired ‘doneness’ you can use a thermapen to probe to 
something like 60c for rare through to 74c for well done.  

 



 

Sausages  

Light a fire or use 
lumpwood charcoal and make 
a good bed of heat.   

There are 2 options here:  

Set the grill to the 
horizontal close to the 
heat.  

Buy some low welfare 3% 
pork snossaages. Pop the 
sausages on and nuke them. 
Char the outside and leave 
the centre raw… serve in a 
rubbish bun with too much 
mustard and gone off tomato 
ketchup. Get food poisoning 
and feel rubbish for ages. 
NB: Don’t do this. It’s a 
hideous idea. 

 

Do this instead:   

Make a fire, with an even heat, set the grill to a medium height, pop 
some dirty onions in the fire, get the onions going and then pop the 
sausages on and turn occasionally slowly bringing them up to 
temperature in the smoky fire.  

Cook until cooked through to 74c  

Serve in a brioche finger roll with some dirty onion, Tommy K, and 
maybe a squiggle of mustard. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Plank Salmon  

• Soak a wooden cooking plank in water 
• Get a side of salmon 
• Lightly season 
• Make a comfy bed of sliced fresh fennel on the plank  
• Pop the salmon on top and nail the salmon to the plank (don’t use 

old rusty ring shank nails….!) 
• Lean the salmon plank against the rack on the end with the fire 

opposite and gently cook the salmon through.  

• Serve though a dressed salad, or simply with boiled new potatoes 
and some fresh steamed veg such as asparagus.  

Veg and sides for us that need fibre in our lives…  

Simple grilled fresh sweetcorn, straight from the field before the 
sugars start changing to starch (I believe) The quicker you cook it 
the sweeter it will be. You can wrap in foil with some butter to steam 
it 1st then finish it off to char.  

Then either serve as is, or cut the kernels off and make a wonderful 
salsa with coriander, finely diced red onion, some spring onions, 
quartered cherry tomatoes and a good handful of grated cheese, like 
cheddar, mix and dress with some olive oil, salt and pepper. (you can 
add freshly sliced chilli if that’s ya bag) 

 

Asparagus- lightly grilled or steamed with butter in a foil parcel 

Grilled chicory 

Dirty onions 

Burnt lemons for fish 

 

That’s a starter for 10. If you have any fun and interesting recipes 
that you would like to add please do not hesitate to Email them though 
and well add them on and credit you obvs.  

Love 

George x 

 

 

 


